Patient values and preferences when choosing anticoagulants
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Background: New oral anticoagulants have similar efficacy and lower bleeding rates compared with warfarin. However, in case of bleeding there is no specific antidote to reverse their effects. We evaluated the preferences and values of anticoagulants of patients at risk of atrial fibrillation and those who have already made a decision regarding anticoagulation.

Methods: We conducted a cross-sectional study of Veterans in the primary care clinics and the international normalized ratio (INR) laboratory. We developed an instrument with patient and physician input to measure patient values and preferences. The survey contained a hypothetical scenario of the risk of atrial fibrillation and the attributes of each anticoagulant. After the scenario, we asked participants to choose the option that best fits their preferences. The options were: 1) has better efficacy at reducing risk of stroke; 2) has been in the market for a long period of time; 3) has an antidote to reverse the rare case of bleeding; 4) has better quality of life profile with no required frequent laboratory tests; or 5) I want to follow physician recommendations. We stratified our results by those patients who are currently exposed to anticoagulants and those who are not exposed but are at risk of atrial fibrillation.

Results: We approached 173 Veterans and completed 137 surveys (79% response rate). Ninety subjects were not exposed to anticoagulants, 46 reported being on warfarin, and one reported being on dabigatran at the time of the survey. Ninety-eight percent of subjects stated they would prefer a medication that has an antidote even if the risk of bleeding was very small. Twenty-three percent of those exposed and 37% of those unexposed to anticoagulants reported that they would select a medication with no required frequent laboratory tests. Ninety-eight percent of those exposed and 92% of unexposed reported that they would prefer a medication that has a better quality of life profile

Conclusion: Our study found that patients who may be exposed to an anticoagulation decision prefer to actively participate in the decision-making process, and have individual values for making a decision that cannot be predicted or assumed by anyone in the health care system.
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Introduction

Warfarin has been an effective medication for the prevention of stroke among atrial fibrillation (AF) patients for many decades.1 However, it requires frequent international normalized ratio (INR) monitoring and diet restrictions that impact quality of life.2 Only half of patients with AF and without a contraindication to anticoagulation use warfarin.3 This underutilization is not fully understood; however, physicians’ bleeding risk perceptions might play a role.4

Novel anticoagulants (NOAC) have been a welcomed alternative for the prevention of stroke among subjects with AF.5 Several non-inferiority studies showed that the NOAC are at least as effective as warfarin and that at efficacious doses have similar
to lower rates of bleeding. Yet, the lack of a drug-specific antidote that could reverse anticoagulation in case of an emergency has raised concerns about the safety of these medications when used in real-world settings. The introduction of the NOAC gives patients anticoagulation options, although only 25%-37% of patients reported discussing these options with their physicians.

Given the increasing complexity of selecting an anticoagulant, it is imperative that we finally understand how patients prefer to approach their options, and their perspectives on the information that matters to them. Our study explores patient preferences and values regarding the current anticoagulant alternatives. This knowledge will help us develop strategies to achieve shared decision making (SDM) for anticoagulant selection and evaluate the impact of SDM on adherence to these medications.

Methods

Study population

Between May and August 2013, we recruited patients from the waiting area of the primary care clinics and from the outpatient laboratory at the Miami Veterans Affairs (VA) Medical Center, Miami, Florida. Recruitment occurred on alternating days, and we attempted to recruit all patients present in the primary care clinic between 8 am and 12 pm, and all subjects going to the laboratory for INR monitoring. The rationale for recruiting patients from both the primary care clinic and the anticoagulation laboratory was to ensure the inclusion of patients at risk of AF and not exposed to anticoagulants as well as patients on anticoagulants. Recruiting patients at risk of AF rather than those who have already made a decision about which anticoagulant to take is important that we finally understand how patients prefer to approach their options, and their perspectives on the information that matters to them. Our study explores patient preferences and values regarding the current anticoagulant alternatives. This knowledge will help us develop strategies to achieve shared decision making (SDM) for anticoagulant selection and evaluate the impact of SDM on adherence to these medications.

Survey instrument

To create our survey instrument, we performed key informant interviews with four AF patients to discuss what they knew about anticoagulant medications and how they viewed different scenarios of risk and benefits. We also asked them to discuss medication characteristics of importance to them (mild or serious side effects, convenience, quality of life, efficacy, costs, etc.). We also interviewed four cardiologists to address their perspectives on preferences and their perceptions of what characteristics would be important to the patient. Using this information, we developed our instrument, which was reviewed by a cardiologist, three primary care physicians, and one patient regarding the language and the pertinence of the questions. We pilot-tested the survey on ten patients and made minor revisions to the questions to improve understanding of their meaning.

The questionnaire started by asking subjects to self-report AF status and use of anticoagulation. Then, we gave subjects a hypothetical scenario describing the risks of having AF, and the advantages and disadvantages of the different types of anticoagulants. The survey continued with eight questions that addressed the following: 1) patients’ preferences regarding participation in the decision-making process; 2) anticoagulation options that seemed more aligned with their values; 3) the reason or anticoagulant characteristic that prompted the patient choice; 4) patients’ preferences with respect to relying on the physician preference versus making their own decision; 5) the effect of the cost factor on patient decisions; 6) and the way the patient would like to receive information regarding this issue; 7) the desire to receive new information once a decision has been made; 8) comfort level with revisiting the decision with the physician in light of new information. The hypothetical scenario was as follows:

You have been diagnosed with a heart condition that increases the chance of having a stroke. The rhythm in your heart is not normal and from now on it is advisable for you to take a blood thinner to reduce your risk of having a stroke. There are several options: 1. A blood thinner or anticoagulant (warfarin) that has been on the market for decades and successfully reduces the risk of stroke if the blood is adequately thinned. To make sure of that, the doctor orders blood tests with certain frequency to keep anticoagulation appropriate. In some patients, the blood could get overly thinned or over anticoagulated. When that happens...
the risk of bleeding increases. Serious bleeding, although rare, can occur in your brain or in your gut. If this happens the doctor can hold your medication and even give you an antidote that reverses the anticoagulation and gets the blood back to normal. 2. A new anticoagulant or blood thinning medication, which is as good as the older one at reducing the risk of stroke, some studies suggest that it may be slightly better. For this medication, there is no need to check blood tests to make sure the blood is adequately thinned. Still the blood can get too thin and patients may very rarely bleed in the brain or gut in the same way that could happen with the older medication. There is no antidote for this medication so doctors cannot get the blood back to normal in the case of an emergency.

The scenario was followed by a question evaluating patients’ perspectives about their options. The question reads as follows:

For me the best strategy when making a decision is to a) choose the medication that can reduce the most my risk of stroke even if there is no antidote, b) choose the medication that has been in the market the longest even if that means having frequent blood tests, c) choose the medication that gives me the best quality of life by not needing frequent blood tests, especially if the risks of bleeding and stroke are fairly similar among all medications and if bleeding is rare, d) choose the medication that has an antidote, and e) allow the doctor to make the decision for me.

Patients had to read all options and then choose the one that best described their preference. On the other hand, the question that addressed how patients would like to receive information allowed patients to mark all the options that applied.

Results
Out of 173 veterans approached, we completed 137 surveys for a response rate of 79%. All patients were male and of the 137 subjects, 90 subjects did not self-report AF or exposure to anticoagulants, 46 subjects self-reported being on warfarin, and one subject self-reported being on dabigatran at the time of the survey.

Ninety-eight percent of subjects stated they would like to participate in the decision-making process of selecting an anticoagulant. Figure 1 identifies the preferences and values for selecting an anticoagulant for both those subjects unexposed and those subjects exposed to anticoagulants. Thirty-six percent of those exposed and 37% of the unexposed reported that they would select a medication that has an antidote even if the risk of bleeding was very small. The second most commonly cited attribute of importance was the “medication that gives the best quality of life”, reported by 23% of the unexposed and 22% of the exposed. The distribution of medication attributes cited as important was similar between exposed and unexposed AF subjects. The largest difference was three percentage points for “letting the physician make the decision”, which was slightly more common among those unexposed to warfarin, and for “needing more information before making the decision”, which was slightly more common among warfarin users.

Only 16% of all subjects stated that the best way to make a decision is doing what the doctor thinks is best. This perception was slightly different between subjects exposed to
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**Figure 1** Anticoagulant preferences that influence medication selection among all surveyed patients stratified by warfarin exposure status.

**Abbreviation:** QoL, quality of life.
warfarin (13%) and those not exposed (16%). Seventy-five percent of all subjects stated that they would like to receive new information even after making their anticoagulation decision, and 96% stated that after receiving new information they would like to discuss options again with the doctor.

When we asked about the influence that a co-payment of between $20 and $40 may have in their anticoagulation decision, we found that in the Veteran population, 65% would prefer warfarin, 19% would prefer an NOAC, and 16% would like to have more information or let the doctor decide. When introducing financial considerations, the preference for warfarin increased from 50% to 65%, while the preference for NOAC decreased from 25% to 19%.

When asked from whom or from what source subjects would prefer to receive anticoagulation information, the most common answer was from their physician (82%), followed by the pharmacist (42%), and a nurse in the doctor’s office (37%). Other sources were a video they could watch at home (21%), a video they could watch before seeing the doctor (18%), a brochure to take home (16%), or a nurse who would call them at home (15%).

Discussion
This exploratory survey reveals that 85% of subjects want to actively participate in an anticoagulation decision and that the values used to make a selection are broad and potentially different from the values considered important to their physicians. Our study also found that among surveyed veterans, the issues of safety and quality of life were the most important considerations, while efficacy was a less important factor when making a selection of anticoagulant.

Although there are limited data on patient preferences regarding the choice between warfarin and NOAC, the literature that explored the decision between warfarin and aspirin found that patients’ values play an important role in therapy selection and that subjects are at least as interested in the safety of medications and quality of life as they are in efficacy. Even more so, a prior qualitative study has shown that anticoagulation issues that matter to patients can vary significantly. A clear example of this phenomenon is that the laboratory monitoring needed for warfarin has been described by some patients as reassuring, in the sense that the patient could see that the medication was working, and as nuisance by many others.

Our study is one of the few studies evaluating how SDM to be able to satisfy the high proportion of patients that may be interested in making an informed decision.

In a study that presented a stroke scenario and a non-fatal gastrointestinal bleed scenario, patients preferred warfarin over aspirin to reduce risk of stroke in spite of the gastrointestinal bleed risk. However, another study found that increasing the reported annual rates of intra-cerebral bleeding from 0.1% per year to 4% led to a drop in the percentage of people accepting anticoagulation treatment from 80% to 39%. Alternatively, a study that presented quality of life differences between warfarin and NOAC have found that 58% of patients were willing to switch from NOAC to warfarin. Yet, no safety issues were presented, so it is difficult to extrapolate what patients would select as anticoagulant if they received all the information that might be relevant to them.

Our study is one of the few that present the lack of antidote as a characteristic to consider, and surprisingly, this issue played a major role in the selection of anticoagulation. Our preliminary data suggest that the introduction of the NOAC may have shifted the preferences that patients have on the subject, and that the lack of antidote may make them more bleeding averse. Yet, as found by others, anticoagulation perspectives may vary significantly according to age, sex, socio-economic status, and years with the condition.

Another, interesting finding of our study was the fact that the majority of subjects wanted to make a decision by themselves but still preferred to receive information from their own physicians rather than other sources. This poses many logistical but also perception challenges. Literature evaluating the warfarin versus aspirin decision has found that physicians used a different set of values when making a decision. For example in Devereaux et al, subjects were more stroke averse when choosing between aspirin and warfarin, while the physicians had the opposite distribution of preferences and were more bleeding averse. Other literature has also supported the fact that physicians cannot predict patients’ preferences. Moreover, physicians tend to believe that SDM regularly occurs when choosing an anticoagulant, while patients believe the physician chose the medications for them. It is critical to close this gap in the definition of SDM to be able to satisfy the high proportion of patients that may be interested in making an informed decision.
The use of alternative strategies to direct the anticoagulation discussion, such as using a decision aid tool, may help physicians present information in a patient-centered way and understand what the values guiding the selection are. These tools have shown promising results at improving the understanding of risk and benefits in the warfarin versus aspirin decision.\textsuperscript{19} Nevertheless, decision aid tools would require significant buy-in from health systems that are generally unaware that a problem exists in the way patients are selecting anticoagulation, particularly due to the limited data demonstrating that interventions that promotes patient-centeredness and improves health behaviors can also improve clinical outcomes.\textsuperscript{20} Yet, there is a potential non-adherence problem with NOAC; it has been described that more than a quarter of subjects may be taking their NOAC only once a day.\textsuperscript{3} The recent emphasis on providing patient-centered care and the inclusion of patients’ preferences in evidence-based recommendations\textsuperscript{21} should allow the introduction of strategies to improve informed decision making in clinical practice.

Our study was an exploratory survey to openly gather trends in patient preferences. This approach was selected, by design, to follow the spirit of patient-centeredness. As such, the study has several methodological limitations. First, we did not conduct a formal process of instrument validation; however, the survey was developed using a patient- and expert-centered approach. Second, we did not collect individual patient characteristics, make preference comparisons between groups, or used numerically-based trade-off scenarios. Our design reflected our goal to understand the broad perspectives patients may have with respect to the tension created by making choices between efficacy, safety, costs, and quality of life issues. Third, since we recruited Veterans (where the new anticoagulants are non-formulary), we were only able to survey one patient taking new anticoagulants. Nevertheless, the purpose was to elicit how the patients would approach this decision, and for that reason we wanted to include a large number of unexposed patients, which was accomplished. Lastly, the values and preferences of the Veterans may differ from those in the general population, and thus this study has unknown external validity.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, our study found that patients who may be exposed to an anticoagulation decision prefer to actively participate in the decision-making process, would like to have this discussion with their own physicians, and have individual values for making a decision that cannot be predicted or assumed by anyone in the health care system. In the case of Veteran patients, safety and quality of life were the more important factors. We need to develop feasible strategies to identify patients’ values before anticoagulant selection, test their impact on SDM, and ultimately, test patient values’ influence on the appropriate use of anticoagulants for the prevention of stroke in AF.
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